Town Versus Gown in Auckland

1872-1919
colonial universities provides excellent opportunities
to study the influence of new environments on transplanted institutions, and vice versa. Very often, however, homeland experiences were
repeated in the new environment, if only bcause, as in New Zealand,
the new community was of the same stock as the old. It may be
doubted whether any British university offers such a striking example
of 'town versus gown' as the disputes which, in Auckland, lasted from
1872 until the nineteen-sixties.

THE HISTORY OF

In Auckland the focus of trouble was the University's long-standing
wish to take over Government House and its grounds. Because the
University always experienced difficulties of accommodation it coveted
this area which, it was felt, would give Auckland a university worthy
of pride. The new enlarged site would be reasonably spacious but still
close to the city's commercial and cultural heart. To this plan for a
city campus — the Princes Street site — a large section of local
opinion was always opposed. The Governor's residence had been
built in 1841, burnt down and rebuilt in 1856. Auckland had failed
to make good its claim to be the capital, but many Aucklanders saw
no reason why the house and grounds should go to the University. As
late as 1960, at least 26,000 of them signed a petition to protest —
unsuccessfully as it turned out — against the 'annexation of Government House and grounds for university purposes'. 1
Why did the fate of the vice-regal residence arouse such controversy? The opponents of the government decision in 1957 to favour
the Princes Street site were plainly upset by what they considered
'Bureaucratic Wellington dictatorship'. Their petition had been rejected, resolutions of the City Council ignored and, worst of all, the
Governor-General faced with the prospect of house-moving. 'Staggering as they are', read one protest, 'those are the facts. Ties with our
Royal Family, and links with our history, are more precious and
i Auckland Star (hereafter: Star), 2 5 March 1960, p. 5.
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important than ever just now. They should not be callously severed.'
And 'For What? . . . To provide some desultory buildings, while historic
Government House will become a club for University staff.'2 Perhaps
Auckland was in 1960 'last, loneliest, most loyal' city of a country
noted for expressions of monarchist sentiment. But there were other
possible explanations, as one local campus poet noted: 3
T h e Queen City is a mean City
With the Soul o f a Y a h o o .
A s lovely as A i r and Land and Sea
Could ever prepare the S c e n e :
And as ugly as Ignorance can look,
W h e n the business Heart is mean.

Plans to extend the University on a central site would mean a considerable loss in rating revenue for the City Council, dominated by
the 'Queen Street Business Mongrels':
' G e t yer University outa our Y a r d ,
W e don't waneha Learning or light,
W e don't care Where, if its outa our 'Air
And outa our customers' sight!'

Perhaps the public outcry did show 'the Huckster's meanness, the
Huckster's hate of Learning's very name.' Certainly it was nothing
new for 'Learning and Truth' to 'beg for a Seat in the Town'. The
history of the site controversy is a long one. One letter to the Herald
in 1956 noted that 'the banner which was carried at the head of the
first capping procession of Auckland University College, some fortyfive years ago . . . . bore the words "We have eyes but no site." ' 4
The site controversy had surfaced in 1911 and it had been conducted
with as much acrimony then as in 1960. Indeed one of the leading
opponents of the University's 'annexation' of Government House in
1911, James Gunson, was still campaigning against the same proposal
forty-nine years later. 5
This article attempts to trace the historical roots of the site controversy. The years between 1919, when Auckland University College
was given part of Government House land, and 1969, when Government House itself was taken over by the University of Auckland, are
locally fairly well known. Many of the most active participants in the
site controversy of this period are still alive. The long struggle by the
University College for the toe-hold gained in 1919 has been somewhat
overshadowed by more recent events. Yet the period between 1872
and 1919 probably witnessed the formation of respective town and
2 New Zealand Herald (hereafter: NZH), 19 March 1960, p. 14.
A. Curnow, The Hucksters and the University or Out of Site, Out of Mind
or Up Queen Street Without a Paddle!, Auckland, 1957.
4 29 September^ 1956, p. 4.
5 Chairman of 'The Committee for the Preservation and Retention of Government House and Grounds' in 1960 — in 1912, Mayor of Auckland and avowed
foe of a city site for Auckland University College.
3
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gown attitudes on the site question. Certainly the arguments of each
side in 1882 and 1912 reappear — with some changes — in more
recent years.
The suggestion to use Government House for university purposes
was first made in 1872 by George Maurice O'Rorke, at a time when
the Governor resided in Wellington the whole year. O'Rorke, who
had been Member of Parliament for Onehunga since 1861, was moved
not only by ardent provincialist feelings, but also by an interest in
all matters pertaining to education. He spoke as one of the relatively
few members with a university education. 6 The University of New
Zealand, established in 1870, he viewed with some disquiet. The
Government had intended that it should amalgamate with the University of Otago, thus ending an unfortunate period of provincial rivalry
in the field of higher education. However, the first Chancellor, H. J.
Tancred, was bent on diverting the University from its teaching functions and converting it into a peripatetic board of examiners.7 Tancred
was no doubt influenced by provincial considerations (he was a Canterbury man), as well as by the example of the University of London.
But O'Rorke, unlike Tancred, had attended a university himself. He
knew from his own experience at Trinity College, Dublin, that teaching was probably the most important function of a university. 'The
advocates of a non-teaching University acted on the principle of
ignoring altogether the advantages of academic training and academic
habits . . . .' 8 With this in mind O'Rorke moved a number of resolutions in the House, designed to ensure the establishment of the University as a teaching body in Auckland.
Otago members were willing to agree to this — with some reservations over the use of the title 'University of New Zealand' — as long
as Otago University was left untouched.9 Canterbury, Nelson and
Wellington members hinted darkly at Auckland 'aggrandisement'. But
the greatest opposition came from O'Rorke's fellow-Auckland members. Their speeches certainly gave credence to the sarcastic claim
that the University would 'be blighted if they [parliament] were to
transfer it into the scoria of Auckland'. 10 They seemed more concerned at the prospect of a 'homeless' Governor than of a "homeless'
University. Instead of a plan by which 'the North Island should enjoy
6 O'Rorke later attained eminence as Speaker of the House of Representatives
for 21 years (1879-90), 1893-1902). G. H. Scholefield, ed., Dictionary of New
Zealand Biography, Wellington, 1940, II, 138-9. For the educational level of
M.P.s in 1871 (admittedly higher than in the 1880s and 1890s) see L. Webb,
Government in New Zealand, Wellington, 1940, p. 42.
7 See J. C. Beaglehole, The University of New Zealand an Historical
Study,
Wellington, 1937, pp. 24-74. Force of personality, together with vagueness in the
provisions of the 1870 New Zealand University Act, enabled Tancred to do this.
8 NZPD, X I I I ( 1 8 7 2 ) , 491.
9 Under the 1870 University Act amalgamation between Otago University and
the University of New Zealand had to take place within six months if Dunedin
was to be the uncontested site. Now that two years had elapsed Otago was more
interested in obtaining a royal charter to grant its own degrees.
10 J. C. Andrew, NZPD, XIII ( 1 8 7 2 ) , 502.
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the same benefits as regards university education as are at present
afforded to the Middle Island', 11 O'Rorke's resolutions seemed 'something very like a present of a white elephant'. 12
Objections to the use of Government House for educational purposes stemmed from the feeling that this would merely reveal to the
rest of the Colony 'that the people of Auckland had entirely abandoned their claim to the seat of government', 'if not the . . . Government of the Colony, at any rate of the North Island'. 13 How could this
be, asked John Sheehan, when they 'were only waiting for a favourable junction of political affairs to bring the question forward
again'? 14 In the meantime Auckland was 'resolved' that its 'just
pretensions' should 'not be prejudiced . . . by any inconsiderate act
as the voluntary surrender of even the visible emblem' of 'the right'
of which it had 'been despoiled' in 1865. To give up Government
House to university purposes would make the city 'sell its birthright
for a mess of pottage'. 15
Although O'Rorke 'still looked wistfully' at the derelict vice-regal
residence, he agreed to drop his resolutions on site and buildings to
placate the Auckland lobby. However, his Auckland University Bill
still provided for a £1,500 annual government grant. Further income,
O'Rorke optimistically predicted, would come from local benefactions:
'He could not believe that gentlemen who came to this Colony, and
made princely fortunes here, would shut their eyes to the fact that
they owed something to the country, and there was probably nothing
on which they would more willingly spend their money than a University, if they saw it established in something like the style of Universities at home.' 1 6
But the philanthropic potential of Auckland plutocrats was to
remain untested, for a while at least. The Legislative Council rejected
the Bill on the grounds that it would prove 'a positive injury to other
Provinces'. 17 In later years 18 O'Rorke found it convenient to blame
'the Marplots of the day, the Legislative Council' for the ten-year
delay in the establishment of university facilities in Auckland. But
there was also a notable lack of interest in the Auckland press at the
fate of O'Rorke's bill. Until Auckland University College opened in
1883 there was some provision for university-level instruction at the
local Grammar School but evening classes were soon discontinued for
lack of public support. 19 Part of the reason for this apathy lay in the
O'Rorke, NZPD, X I I ( 1 8 7 2 ) , 176.
William Swanson, ibid., 184.
is NZPD, X I I I ( 1 8 7 2 ) , 320. NZH, 3 0 July 1872, [p. 2],
1 4 NZPD, X I I I ( 1 8 7 2 ) , 320.
15 Daily Southern Cross, 1 August 1872, p. 2. NZH, 30 July 1872, [p. 2] and
1 August 1872, p. 2.
1« NZPD, X I I I ( 1 8 7 2 ) , 492.
4 7 R. Stokes, ibid., p. 654.
is At the opening of Auckland University College. NZH, 22 May 1883, p. 6.
1 9 Auckland College and Grammar School was one of the many secondary
schools affiliated to the University. See AJHR 1873, H-3a, pp. [l]-2 and 1879,
H - l , [Evidence], p. 64.
14
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popular conception of university education as inextricably linked to
residence in college. 'People value knowledge in a new country perhaps quite as highly as in the old one', the Herald noted in 1879,
'. . . but they cannot, as a rule, afford their sons the costly advantage
of three or four years' residence at a University. Any who have the
means will unhesitatingly prefer to send their sons to England, and all
things considered they will probably shew their wisdom by so
doing.' 20
The occasion for these sentiments was the appearance of the report
of the first Royal Commission on the University of New Zealand. As
Chairman of the Commission O'Rorke was in a good position again
to press for university reform 21 and for the extension of university
facilities to Auckland. The Commission's report and the New Zealand
University and University Colleges Bill (1880) both seem to have
been largely drafted by O'Rorke 22 — a tribute to his thoroughness
and persistence. This time, however, in recommending the establishment of a university college in Auckland, O'Rorke made no mention
of Government House. Instead there was provision for the future
selection of a site, and for a £12,500 building grant. 23
This caution avoided possible Auckland opposition but it did
nothing to silence the critics of government spending on higher education. Southern members had little sympathy for a province which
had neglected to set aside adequate land endowments for education.
'Why not set apart lands in the North Island for University purposes
even now, instead of casting an avaricious eye on those in the South?'
asked John Bathgate. 'There is plenty of land in the North Island
in the hands of the Crown which can be so set apart.' 24 Even
O'Rorke's offer to defer the building grant for five years was to no
avail. A statutory grant of £4,000 per annum for the proposed College
was still held to be an unnecessary expense in a time of economic
depression.
In 1882 a temporary revival of economic activity in the Colony 25
gave O'Rorke the chance for which he had waited since 1872. This
time he left nothing to chance. Plans to reform the University had
been jettisoned and an Auckland University College Bill introduced
20 10 July 1879, p. 4.
2 1 Since his previous attempt at reform in 1872 the University had been converted into a solely examining and degree-conferring body by the New Zealand
University Act 1874.
2 2 See G. M. O'Rorke, 28 June 1879, O'Rorke Mss., University of Auckland
Library. The reformed University, reinvested with teaching duties, was to be
sited at Dunedin. Canterbury College and two new North Island colleges were
to be constituent bodies rather than mere affiliates.
23AJHR, 1879, H - l , pp. ix-x and 1880, H - l , p. 85 (cl. 2 7 ) . There was
identical provision for a new college at Wellington.
24 NZPD, X X X V I ( 1 8 8 0 ) , 610. The proposal to site the University at Dunedin
naturally aroused Canterbury suspicions.
2 5 See J. Bassett. 'Sir Harry Atkinson A Political Biography 1872-1892', M.A.
thesis, University of Auckland, 1966, pp. 144-5. K. Sinclair and W. F . Mandle,
Open Account: a history of the Bank of New South Wales in New Zealand
1861-1961, Wellington, 1961, pp. 97-100.
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in 1881. However the Government had been lukewarm in its support
and the Bill lapsed after the committee stage. The following year,
after Frederick Whitaker replaced Sir John Hall as Premier, 26 a
second Auckland University College Bill was pushed through in less
than two months. With no reserves, site, building grant, nor money
— apart from the £4,000 statutory grant — the College was still for
some members 'this extravagance — this little toy for Auckland'.27
But O'Rorke had shown considerable skill in extracting even a small
yearly grant from the Government. Auckland members had voted
for the Bill, 28 probably because it made no mention of Government
House.
But if the Auckland University College Act made no mention of a
specific site it seems that the Government still intended that the viceregal residence, with seven acres of its 'domain', should be given to
the College. Two of the original professors were informed by Sir
Francis Dillon Bell, the Colony's Agent-General in London, that Government House had been 'given' to the College. 'Unfortunately', added
one, 'I found, on landing in Auckland, that this information was —
shall we say? — premature.' 29 On landing in Auckland the young
professors joined O'Rorke, who had been appointed chairman of the
new College Council, in scouring the town for suitable temporary
accommodation. Thus the College began its existence in a disused
courthouse and lock-up 30 only a stone's throw from Government
House. This building, like so many others occupied by the College,
was at first intended as temporary accommodation but was in fact
used for thirty-five years.
The attempt to gain Government House by stealth was effectively
thwarted once more by Aucklanders themselves. Although ready to
accept a College supported by the Government they were still not
prepared to provide it with an adequate site in the centre of the city.
According to the Herald it could 'scarcely be called an object for
such a piece of ground, which ought to be made of service to the
whole people . . . .' University education was 'not a public purpose.
2 6 This, according
to O'Rorke, was a major reason for success. NZH, 28
February 1882, p. 4.
2 7 J. Brett, NZPD, X L I I I ( 1 8 8 2 ) , 314. Also see W. H. Reynolds, ibid., p. 312.
p. 312.
2 8 So unusual was the degree of unanimity among Auckland M.P.s that there
were charges of an Auckland bloc vote directed by John Sheehan who 'log-rolled
and induced members whose principles were diametrically opposed to the Bill
to vote for it'. R. Hursthouse, NZPD, X L I I I ( 1 8 8 2 ) , 154. Hursthouse later led the
attempt by Wellington and Nelson M.P.s to pass an Auckland University College
Repeal Bill in retaliation for the Government's refusal to finance a college at
Wellington. See NZPD, X L ( 1 8 8 1 ) , 549; X L I I I ( 1 8 8 2 ) , 36; X L I V ( 1 8 8 3 ) , 186,
241-2.
2 9 F . D. Brown, cit. T. W. Leys, Auckland
University College its claim to a
Central Site and Adequate Buildings, Auckland, 1919, p. 8. Also see map on
p. [6].
3 0 This situation so appalled the Governor, Sir William Jervois, that he offered
the use of Government House to the College. The Government under public
pressure refused to agree to this.
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The University for many years to come, will have only a very few
students, and this site [Government House] should be devoted to
such an object as every citizen of Auckland, every stranger visiting
this place, and every country settler coming to town can participate
in . . . . That the University should snatch away this unique piece of
land in the very centre of the city would be a robbery of the public.' 31
Some people spoke of the need to retain Government House as a
vice-regal residence. There was also much talk of a public library,
art gallery, 'technological museum', even a drill-ground or cricketpitch, as a suitably 'public purpose' for the area. But virtually everyone spoke of the College as an 'exclusive and grasping' body. 32
Yet the new College had opened in May 1883 with avowed intention of being anything but an 'exclusive' institution. The Governor,
Sir William Jervois, was at pains to emphasize the suitability of university education for a young colony: 'No greater mistake can be
made than to suppose that universities are intended only for people
of private means and learned desire. The true function of a modern
University I take to be to give all — men and women alike — who
wish to avail themselves of it, every facility for higher education in
whatever branch they may choose for themselves . . . .'3 3 As one
perceptive observer noted, the College would have little chance of
fulfilling this purpose if 'at the outset of its career, the people of
Auckland were led to regard . . . [it] as an institution having but
little in common with themselves, and as destined to lead an oldfashioned existence entirely isolated from the busy life of this most
thriving city . . . ,' 34
But the idea that the College was a 'class institution' seemed to
persist. As Jervois had noted, this arose in part 'from the fact that
those who put it forward refer only to university life as it existed
at Oxford and Cambridge some years ago'. 35 Higher education, especially for those people who had not attended a university, 36 was
associated with class and privilege. These were elements which few
people wished to see introduced into colonial society. On the other
hand, there was a sense in which university education in New Zealand
could be 'class' education, simply because the lower levels of the
educational structure were as yet imperfectly organized.
31 27 June 1882, p. 4 and 6 December 1882, p. 4.
32 NZH, 6 December, 1882, p. 4 and 14 May 1883, p. 4. Star, 15 June 1883,
p. 2.
,
3 3 The theme of O'Rorke s address was much the same. NZH, 2 2 May 1883,
pp. 5-6.
34 Letter in NZH, 22 May 1884, p. 6.
3 5 NZH, 22 May 1883, p. 5. Jervois stressed the example of British 'civic'
universities.
38 One such person, Sir George Grey, doubted the suitability of 'liberal education' in New Zealand: 'No-one could persuade me that in the time that the
students of Oxford were repeatedly drunk in the evenings — and a great part
of the time of many students, almost every day, was passed in drinking port
wine — no-one can persuade me that a culture of that kind was excessively
valuable to men.' NZPD, LVII ( 1 8 8 7 ) , 364.
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The University of New Zealand had been established in 1870,
seven years before the Central Government was prepared to assume
responsibility for elementary education. 37 When O'Rorke first attempted to establish a University in Auckland, in 1872, he conceded
'that the Colony should in the first instance provide elementary and
middle-class schools'. Perhaps 'they were taking the wrong step when
they founded a University before they gave consideration to elementary education'. 38 There were other politicians who claimed that the
Government 'were beginning at the wrong end' but, in 1870, a greater
number seemed to feel that a University would 'elevate' the lower
levels and 'stimulate the general diffusion of education'. 39 Teachers
for elementary schools would be trained but they would tend to come
from that section of the population which could afford the fees of
one of the few grammar schools then in existence. 40
When, in 1880, J. A. Tole introduced O'Rorke's bill to reform the
University and establish new Colleges at Auckland and Wellington,
he defined the State's role in education in the following terms: if
it 'furnishes primary education where necessary, and endows a University that is all it should be expected to do'. 41 Two years later,
during the debate on the Auckland University College Bill, this
assumption was strongly attacked by two Liberal members both
destined for future political prominence, Thomas Duncan and Richard
John Seddon. For Duncan the absence of provision for 'representation'
for 'the working class or the medium class' on the proposed College
Council gave the Bill the appearance of 'greasing a fat sow'. The
Government was spending public money 'to establish a college for
the benefit of the wealthy classes of Auckland' at a time when it
refused to erect a much-needed school for the country settlers of his
electorate. It was 'the duty of the House to see that all classes were
educated in the rudiments, at any rate in the three R's, and let higher
education take care of itself'. 42
Although Duncan's suspicion of university education was perhaps
understandable, the appearance of similar sentiments in the Herald
are rather more suspicious, especially when O'Rorke's suggestions for
a 'Government House site' alone seemed to call them forth. The
3 7 'As late as 1870 not more than half the children between the ages of five
and fifteen were going to school at all, and the proportion who were receiving
regularly even moderately efficient instruction was very much smaller.' A. E.
Campbell, Educating New Zealand, Wellington, 1940, p. 44.
88 NZPD, X I I ( 1 8 7 2 ) , 175.
3 9 J. O'Neill and W. Gisborne, NZPD, VII ( 1 8 7 0 ) , 208-9.
4 0 A 'free place' system was not imposed on New Zealand secondary schools
until 1902, and the last visible barrier to free secondary education was only
removed in 1936 with the abolition of the proficiency examination. After that
date 'invisible' social and economic barriers continued to exist. The same reservation would apply to the operation of university bursaries from 1907.
4 1 NZPD, X X X V I
( 1 8 8 0 ) , 604. For a fuller exposition of this view, see
AJHR, 1879, H - l [Evidence] p. 137 (R. Kidd).
4 2 NZPD,
X L I I I ( 1 8 8 2 ) , 154-5. For Seddon's comments see pp. 155-6.
Duncan later became Minister of Lands (1900-1906) under Seddon.
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various suburban sites suggested as alternatives were hardly likely
to make Auckland University College more accessible, and less a
preserve of the privileged few, while public transport facilities remained undeveloped. The first advertisement for College lectures had
stressed that they would 'not be confined to matriculated students'
but would be open to all who paid fees. 43 Only a College close to
the city centre could attract people who did not have 'private means
and learned desire'. Government House grounds could satisfy this
requirement while still providing a setting for higher education not
too utilitarian in appearance. 'The site is perfection — accommodation good, surroundings picturesque and classical and its nearness
to the centre of the city favours for . . . night classes', noted the
StarM
Early professors 45 and members of the College Council envisaged
an institution which, although open to all regardless of sex, religion
or social origin, still preserved the best features of liberal education
at Old World universities. Although lectures — but not degrees —
were open to non-matriculated students Bishop Cowie hoped that
formal education would not overshadow 'those accessory advantages
of a University course which are generally taken for granted in graduates of Oxford and Cambridge'. By this he meant 'the great moral
and social advantages which are derived by young men, at the most
impressionable period of their life . . . These 'as a rule' could 'only
be obtained by "College life" in its proper sense, that is by living with
others'. But, Cowie was willing to concede, even if students lived at
home, the 'conditions of complete collegiate life would be satisfied
. . . if the undergraduates, besides meeting in the lecture room, could
dine together in a college hall; as officers of a regiment or a Queen's
ship dine together, and those who are keeping terms at the English
bar.' 46
This vision of college professors at High Table, surveying an array
of undergraduate appetites, was an optimistic one. The Star was not
impressed: 'The professors of our University College are young men
of lofty notions and extravagant expectations . . . . To their minds the
term "University College of Auckland" conveyed the idea of a wealthily-endowed institution, whose governors were parvenu plutocrats,
possessed with the idea of imitating at whatever cost, the refinement,
culture and liberal educational equipment of the old world.' 47 In
4«

NZH, 12 May 1883, p. 1.
17 March 1882, p. 4. This was before public clamour forced a change in
editorial policy.
4 5 All but one of the professors at Auckland until the First World War had
been educated at Oxford, Cambridge or Trinity College, Dublin. The exception,
F. D. Brown (a graduate of London and Strasbourg), worked at the University
Museum, Oxford, before he came to Auckland.
4 6 Lecture to the Auckland Institute. NZH, 2 September 1882, p. 6 (emphasis
in the original). Cowie, a graduate of Trinity Hall. Cambridge, was a member of
the Auckland University College Council for 19 y^ars (1883- J 909)
4 7 26 May 1883, [supplm.] p. 1.
44
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claiming to be a 'popular' educational institution the College ran
the risk of being identified in the public mind as just another part
of a state system designed to educate as cheaply as possible the
maximum number of pupils. 48 And if the College found itself catering mostly for non-matriculated and part-time evening students, as
it did until after the first world war, then it would be difficult to
deny that 'the attendance at a given course of lectures implies no
more, . . . than being present at a lecture of the Y.M.C.A.' 49 It would
also be difficult to justify the need for a College in 'surroundings
picturesque and classical'.
For nearly fifty years the College had to make-do with temporary
accommodation 'with no pretensions to architectural beauty; in fact,
as far as outward appearances go, it might easily be mistaken for a
barracks or a boot factory.' 50 Inside were small dark classrooms and
labyrinthine corridors. Students later remembered its 'notorious
draughty discomforts', 'a gloomy desolate place deserted during the
day'. 51 In 1914 a student capping song told citizens — to little effect
it seems —
'We're a Varsity but you'll admit it looks more
like a shed,
Or a boarding house in Freeman's Bay at 7d. a
head.'52

It was hardly surprising therefore that most students only bothered
to attend evening classes after work in the city. This in turn accentuated the drab 'night-school' atmosphere since there was little of
that esprit de corps of the English universities to which Diploma Day
speakers wistfully referred.
Although other New Zealand university colleges — with the exception of Otago University, because of its medical school — were
inhabited mainly in the evenings and mainly by part-time students,
none of them had to suffer the appalling accommodation difficulties
of Auckland. Otago University had begun work in a disused Post
Office — a building of not unpleasing appearance — but within
4 8 Members of the Legislative Council even greeted the Auckland University
College Bill with the claim that the city did not need 'another grammar school,
and that professors were only 'high-class schoolmasters'. NZPD, X L I I I (1882),
394.
49 Star, 30 July 1883, p. 2. The editorial was intended to attract prospective
students to the College.
5 0 H. J. del Monte Mahon, 'The Universities of New Zealand: Auckland University College', New Zealand Illustrated Magazine, V (November 1901), 136.
This wooden building — the 'Shirt Factory' — next to the old Court-House had
been built for the Colony's first parliament in 1854. After 1865 it had been
used first by the Provincial Council and then for government offices. When the
civil servants moved out in 1890 the students and professors moved in. Before
that time the College had to be content with the old Court-House and rooms
borrowed from the Auckland Institute and the Commodore of the Pacific naval
squadron.
5 1 Reminiscences in University of Auckland History MSS., University of Auckland2 Librarv.
" Capping book for 1914, p. 19.
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eight years it was housed in an impressive Oamaru stone edifice by
the Water of Leith. 53 Stone buildings, once again in Gothic style,
were erected for Canterbury College four years after it had first
opened its doors to students. Even Victoria College, established in
1897, waited only seven years for its three-storey building, 'all patent
ventilators and finials and crenellations, with spire and oriel windows
complete'. 54
Why did Auckland University College have to wait until 1926
for its first permanent building? Each year as Chairman of the Auckland University College Council O'Rorke pleaded for government
action. From the first his line of argument never altered: 'that no site
can be too good for our University and that we shall never consent
to have it banished into the outskirts of the city, to the detriment
of the institution and the inconvenience of the student, but rely on
the Government to find a suitable site for us'. 55 The Government,
however, was able to use local opposition to the 'Government House
site' as an excuse for inaction. In 1891 the Herald's attitude to such a
site was unchanged: 'we have heard about it almost every year; it
has been the motive of various intrigues in Wellington, and nothing
has done so much to prejudice the institution in the eyes of the
community. We all know that if Sir Maurice O'Rorke had had his
way, His Excellency the Governor would have been bundled out of
Government House years ago . . . . We all know that; and are determined, if possible to prevent it.' 56
Besides the site issue the other perennial problem for the College
was lack of finance. Not only was a building grant extremely unlikely, but there could be little hope of an increase to the statutory
grant of £4,000 per annum. There was at this time scant sympathy
in parliament for university education and even signs that existing
government expenditure might be cut. 57 In 1885, after much effort,
O'Rorke was able to secure legislation providing land endowments
for the College. But the 30,354 acres involved, as O'Rorke soon discovered, consisted 'for the most part of the most worthless land in
the Province', 'unsaleable' even when originally reserved in 1870. 58
5 3 The cost, £28,000, was justified by the Chancellor
(Dr. Stuart) on the
grounds that the University Council 'had some old-world notions, and liked to
have the University with some style about it'. AJHR, 1879, H - l , [Evidence],
p. 323.
5 4 J. C. Beaglehole, Victoria
University College an essay towards a history,
Wellington, 1949, p. 87.
55 Cit. NZH, 22 May 1883, p. 6. Also see NZH, 26 August 1891, p. 6.
56 NZH, 27 August 1891, p. 4. But cf. NZH, 9 November 1887, p. 4. One
correspondent (with an unconscious sense of prophecy) facetiously suggested
that Government House should become a free Bellamy's for College staff. NZH,
28 August 1891, p. 3.
57 See discussion on Stout's abortive Wellington University Bill, NZPD, L V I I
( 1 8 8 7 ) , 657-60, AJHR, 1887, 1-8, p. 26. Stout pushed his Middle District
of New Zealand University College Bill through parliament in 1894, but as a
private member's bill it could make no provision for financial support — Seddon
refused to provide an endowment.
58 AJHR, 1898, E-10, p. 2 and 1897, E-10, p. 2.
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The reserves held by Canterbury College and Otago University were
much larger and provided quite sizeable incomes, despite the drop in
land values at this time. 5 9
With an income of just over £4,000 a year the College's existence
could only be described as "hand-to-mouth'. Expenditure of even a
few pounds could provoke lengthy discussions on the College Council. After paying each professor £700 a year, allowing them student
fees — inducement for good men to come to the Colony — and paying their 'passage money' from Britain of £150, there was little left
for acquiring land or buildings. Whenever a professor died or retired College finances were strained to the utmost by 'passage money'
for his successor. 60 In 1893 one professor 6 ' was dismissed from his
post which was then advertised at a lower salary so that a 'saving
of £300 per annum' could 'enable the Council to balance its expenditure by its income'. In parliament at this time one member asked,
'Of what use is the University of Auckland . . . compared with its
cost?' The answer was that it seemed 'a piece of wild extravagance
and waste of public money'. 62
At a time when the College was desperately attempting to economize, 63 this was to say the least ironical. At an annual cost to the
taxpayer of £4,000 per annum the College had by 1894 produced
fifty-three graduates and at the same time provided lectures for many
non-matriculated students each year. And yet there were people in
Auckland who felt that this was too much — university students cost
£170 per head while primary school children cost only £5, it was
claimed. The College was thus a preserve of the 'sons of gentlemen,
doctors, lawyers etc.', a luxury the average citizen could not afford.
The local Chamber of Commerce voted narrowly against a proposal
urging 'retrenchment' of 'the useless expenditure upon universities
and the salaries of so many professors'. 64 For a College so dependent
on the statutory grant, retrenchment would have been fatal. But the
reprieve merely condemned it to an uneasy existence if no local
financial support was forthcoming.
The attitude of Aucklanders seemed to be that further government
assistance to the College was necessary before private citizens could
be expected to provide money. 65 Part of this attitude stemmed from
5» AJHR, 1904, E - 1 5 and 1911, 1-134, p. 107.
This caused ill-feeling on the College Council in 1885. See NZH, 6 June
1885, p. 6; Star, 6 June 1885, p. 2 and 9 June 1885, p. 4.
6 1 W . S. Aldis (Mathematics). Auckland University College Council Minutes
(hereafter: C M ) , II, 39-41. This led to a reapportionment of salary among the
professorial chairs so that it bore more relation to work-load.
«2 E. M. Smith, NZPD, L X X X I V ( 1 8 9 4 ) , p. 112. 'Until . . . we provide for
the out-districts and the primary school requirements up to the fourth, fifth or
sixth standard we should not set aside any more of the national estate for universities
«3 CM, II, 167-9, 178-9, 191-5.
« 4 Letter to NZH, 13 November 1888, p. 3. NZH, 11 July 1888, p. 6. Also
see NZH, 20 May 1886, p. 6; 9 Julv 1888, p. 6; 13 July 1888, p. 6.
e s E.g. NZH, 22 May 1884, p. 4; Star, 22 May 1884, p. 2.
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the grievances which Aucklanders felt that they suffered at the hands
of Governments dominated by Southerners. On the other hand there
was much truth in the suggestion by the Auckland students' magazine that 'the parsimony of those people in Auckland who should
endow the University is only exceeded by their adroitness in selfjustification'.66 Business wealth in Auckland did not seem to be of the
kind from which educational benefactions were made. Making money,
and keeping it, was a full-time occupation. 67
In the prosperous years before the depression of the 1880s reached
Auckland, the speculative basis of many business ventures, together
with the consequent effect on business ethics and social values, did
not favour 'investment' in the 'unproductive' field of higher education.
After the full effects of the depression became apparent there was
little possibility of educational endowment for many of the old plutocrats had gone bankrupt. The businessmen who rose to prominence
from the 1890s onwards were often self-made men 6 8 probably with
little inclination to risk their recently-won wealth in philanthropy.
When they did begin to gain a 'deep appreciation of the value of that
higher education which had been denied to them by the circumstances
of their early life', the newly-rich expressed this 'appreciation' by
sending 'their boys to an English university for a degree, and their
girls to London for a season'. 69 So much for the College as the preserve of the 'sons of gentlemen'.
If businessmen made no effort to endow the College, then money
from other local sources was unlikely. Late nineteenth-century Auckland was dominated by businessmen and investors. Professional men
were not numerous enough to form a distinct and socially influential
group. Beatrice Webb recorded the comments of a local lawyer,
Theophilus Cooper, on this point during her visit to the city in 1898:
the young Colonial objected to intellectual pursuits, though ready enough
to take any amount of physical exercise . . . . He knew of no debating society
with any kind of membership. Socially Auckland was a nondescript place
with no intellectual circles. At Wellington there were the government
officials, who formed an intellectual set. At Christchurch the Anglican Church
had led the way to another type of culture. At Dunedin the Presbyterians
had done likewise. But Auckland was made up of all sorts and conditions
and had not developed any mental life of its own. Football, racing and
cricket were the principal subjects of conversation.TO
66 The Kiwi, IV, 2 (September 1908), 9.
6 7 See Logan Campbell's comments, cit. M. Mutch, 'Some Aspects of the Social
and Economic History of Auckland 1890-1896', M.A. thesis, University of Auckland, 1968, I, 38.
0 8 R. C. J. Stone, 'Auckland Business and Businessmen in the 1880s', Ph.D.
thesis, University of Auckland. 1970, pp. ii, 2-3, 16-17, 40; chapter v.
0 9 J. M. Moore, New Zealand for the Emigrant, Invalid and Tourist, London,
1890, p. 201.
7 9 B. Webb, Visit to New Zealand in 1898; Beatrice Webb's Diary with Entries
by Sidney Webb, Wellington, 1959, p. 12.
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This 'nondescript' flavour was at least partly the result of the city's
rapid and unplanned growth. Mobility of population, in the social
and the geographical sense, was not unique to Auckland. But in
Auckland this trend would have been accentuated by the fact that
it was the most rapidly expanding city in the colony. Position in
Auckland society was dictated by wealth alone. 71
Significantly the first real attempt to improve the position of Auckland University College came as the result of the political changes
which followed the death of Seddon in 1906, and which brought the
first Aucklander to the Ministry of Education since its establishment
in 1878. Seddon had never seemed sympathetic to the problems of
the College. 72 With the new Ward Ministry Auckland hopes began
to rise. George Fowlds, the new Minister of Education, evinced not
only a parochial concern for Auckland but also a strong interest in
education. 73 In 1907 Auckland University College received a special
£4,500 grant to buy land adjacent to Government House, on which
to erect a building for its new School of Mines. Two years later the
Government finally announced that Government House and grounds
were to be made over to the College, together with a large building
grant.
This was news calculated to encourage even sober college professors to float grandiose schemes for a 'university' to meet the needs
of the whole province. Existing courses in Arts, Science, Music, Law,
Commerce and Mining would be expanded. To these would be added
Medicine, Dentistry, Agriculture, Forestry and Veterinary science —
the 'limit' to expansion seemed 'practically indefinite'. There would
be a new building for each department while the Registry could be
housed in Government House itself. 74
But in 1909, as in 1882 and 1872, Aucklanders seemed to feel that
university education was not worth the sacrifice of Government House
grounds. Those who were 'on the Vice-regal invitation list' 75 fought
to retain Government House as the centre around which Auckland
'society' revolved — 'a poor and shoddy impersonation of the fashionSee Stone, pp. 55-61.
Apart from £ 1 0 0 0 for building extensions in 1898, Auckland had never
received a proper building grant. Victoria College had received £30,000 for buildings in 1904, and the site and buildings of Otago University and Canterbury
College were valued at £30,000 each. The buildings and 1 acre site of Auckland
were worth a mere £7,000. NZPD, C X X V I I I ( 1 9 0 4 ) , 772.
7 3 A. G. Coulam, The Life and Work of the Hon. Sir George
Fowlds [Auckland], 1957, p. 19. Cf. M. Herz, New Zealand, The Country and the People,
London [1912], p. 361.
7 4 CM, IV, 247, 253, 433, 435-7. Technical and professional education were
areas which could attract greater public interest in the College. But the expense
involved made government financial support essential.
7 5 W. C. McDowell to G. Fowlds, 1 December 1909, Fowlds Mss. The viceregal levee in Auckland seems to have been revived in 1898. It was said that
brow-beaten husbands cited 'the sentimental objections of their womenfolk that
in such and such a year I came out at a dance at old Government House'.
McDowell to Fowlds, 16 May 1910, Fowlds Mss. (emphasis in original).
71
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able set' in London, as one member of the College Council 76 noted.
Snobbery was a powerful force in colonial society and, 'working classes
too, set much store by the Governor's prestige'. 77 By September 1910
20,000 Aucklanders had signed a petition against the 'alienation' of
Government House. 78 Some of this number may have been — as
gossip had it — servant girls protesting against the contemplated
removal of the Governor from Auckland. However, not everyone
protesting against the 'alienation' of Government House may have
supported the claim to a special vice-regal residence for Auckland. 79
When the 'Citizens' league' held a meeting to 'save' Government
House for the Governor the comment was heard outside, 'let 'im go
to a 'ash 'ouse'. Inside the hall proceedings ended in uproar after an
impromptu speaker sprang to the platform to propose demolishing
Government House to make way for working men's homes. 80 But
there was little chance of the College using this feeling, for when
one Council-member met the 'probable Labour party candidate for
Auckland East' he found that 'his conception of university education'
as 'that it makes Tories out of the sons of working men'. 81 At a
Trades and Labour conference in Auckland the view was expressed
that 'as far as the workers were concerned, they did not much care
whether there was a Governor or not, or whether he lived in Auckland or anywhere else, but they did object to the people's parks being
despoiled'.82 The Remuera Branch of the Liberal-Labour Federation
informed Fowlds that they had resolved that Government House
grounds should become a 'free public park' to be named after Sir
George Grey. 83
The view of the College as a 'class' institution still seemed to persist. Now it encouraged the claim that 'on the sound democratic principle of the greatest good of the greatest number' the local Grammar
School had a better claim to any available land in the centre of the
city. The school, it was said, was being denied much-needed land
Rev. W. Beatty, Star, 4 May 1910, clipping in Fowlds Mss.
A. Siegfried, Democracy in New Zealand, London, 1914, p. 68. For the
comments of another visitor, see Herz, p. 359.
7 8 AJHR, 1910, 1-1, p. 2. NZPD, C L
( 1 9 1 0 ) , 670 and C L I ( 1 9 1 0 ) , 701.
The College could only muster 3,543 signatures for its counter-petition. See
telegrams and letters, 25 August - 5 September 1911, Fowlds Mss.
7 9 Auckland still retained its own Government House (the only one outside
Wellington) due to an 'anachronism . . . [that] came about through the seat of
Government having been formerly at Auckland and subsequently because communication between . . . Wellington and Auckland was so indifferent'. Lord
Plunket to Earl of Crewe, 12 April 1909, Archives of the Governor-General, Confidential Despatches to the Secretary of State ( G 2 6 ) , Box 5, National Archives,
Wellington.
8 0 NZH, 5 May 1910, p. 7 and 17 May 1910, Fowlds Mss. Lord Plunket in
fact preferred the idea of 'a 'ash 'ouse' (i.e. £500 allowance for renting accommodation in Auckland). Plunket to Ward, 22 March 1909, Confidential Despatches to Secretary of State.
8 1 McDowell to Fowlds, 16 May 1910, Fowlds Mss. (emphasis in original).
The candidate was Arthur Rosser a prominent Trade Unionist.
82 Star, 21 May 1910; The Dominion, 23 July 1910, Fowlds Mss.
8 3 3 December 1909, Fowlds Mss.
76
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'chiefly on the assumption that some time in the distant future the
requirements of the College will fully tax the whole area of the proposed site'. 84 Recreational facilities were not deemed necessary for
a College with only forty or so day students. Give it the whole twelve
acres of Government House grounds and these privileged full-time
students would be 'playing the games of high degree while the
workers pay', remarked one member of the Auckland Education
Board. 85 Suggestions for using Government House as a residential
college called forth the derisive comment, 'Just fancy that palatial
residence for thirty students!' 86
The esprit de corps which the College authorities sought to build
was regarded with suspicion by the Liberal Auckland Star and its
Managing-Director T. W. Leys. Already, Leys claimed, the College
was showing 'a tendency to class exclusiveness'. 'That anyone responsible for the administration of national education in New Zealand
should desire to introduce here the system of resident and non-resident students, so obnoxiously associated with class prejudices' seemed
'almost inconceivable'. The fact that such a move was 'already seriously contemplated ought to arouse the legislature to the necessity
for depriving College authorities of the power to apply public funds
to such a purpose'. Instead of a 'little coterie connected with the
College' there should be administration more responsible to public
demands, a College brought 'into closer touch with the people'. 87
The College authorities did not appear to realize just how much
public goodwill had been lost by their refusal to divide Government
House grounds with the Grammar School. 88 The City Council sprang
to the defence of that 'fine body of boys' from which 'the businessmen of the future' would be drawn. The School had the makings of
'a great day school' but it was 'futile' to expect any such future of
the College. 'Moreover', claimed another City Councillor, 'the cultivation of an academic class was not desired in a young country like
this.' 89 Other local body dignatories, Mayors, Councillors and Chairmen of Roads Boards joined in the chorus of condemnation. Knowledge of education was often wanting but confident predictions
abounded. A. J. Entrican, a local merchant and Chairman of the
Harbour Board, give his considered opinion that a block of land 650
feet by 250 feet would be 'sufficient . . . for university requirements
8 4 NZH, 29 November 1909, p. 4.
85 G. J. Garland, cit. The Kiwi, V, 2 (December 1909), 17. Full-time students
were, he added, 'useless members of society'.
88 Letter to NZH, 19 November 1909, Fowlds Mss.
87 Leys to Fowlds, 15 November 1909, Star, 16 May 1910, Fowlds Mss. Once
the Grammar School had been provided with a new site in Mt. Eden, Leys
became a strong advocate of the College's claims and a member of its governing
body.
8 8 Two professors (H. W. Segar and A. Jarman) had made the rather tactless
comment that a 'boys' playground' next to the College would be 'an intolerable
nuisance'. Star, 26 November 1909, Fowlds Mss. CM, IV, 435-7.
89 Councillors Macky and Mennie, Star, undated clipping, Fowlds Mss. Only
2 of 12 Councillors present supported the College.
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for 200 years to come'. 90 Of the Chairman of the Education Board,
C. J. Parr, it was said that he followed the advice of the ungrammatical Mr Pickwick: 'It's always best on these occasions to do what
the mob do' and if 'there are two mobs' to 'Shout with the largest'. 91
Fowlds was thus under pressure from two sides. A handbill distributed during the controversy spoke of 'a Liberal Government —
save the mark — as ready to steal from the people as any Conservative Government . . . . "Those who march without the people march
into the night." ' 9 2 On the other hand C. J. Parr, later to enter parliament as a follower of W. F. Massey, advised that it was 'time we
took the gloves off and hit out straight from the shoulder'. 93 There
were suggestions that the coming bye-election for Auckland East
would allow Auckland to reassert its influence once more. While the
Government might not pay too much attention to those who complained that 'one man government' had been 'bad enough in Seddon's
time' it could not afford to disregard the voter who threatened to
switch his allegiance to Massey. 94 Ward's policy was to say as little
as possible, leaving the defence of government policy to Fowlds, who
attempted to prove that a second Government House was an unnecessary burden on the taxpayer. 95
Although the Governor, Lord Plunket, privately considered his
Auckland residence an 'anachronism' 'hard to defend', 90 the whole
controversy had now grown beyond the question of the fate of Government House. To Aucklanders the 'Government House Plot' was
just another 'sinister' conspiracy 'in the Cabinet to rob Auckland of
her prestige'. The 'Knyvett Case' and the 'Fever Hospital' controversy were recounted to illustrate the enormities of which Southern
politicians were capable. Fowlds was believed to have betrayed his
Auckland loyalties by falling 'in with the dark designs of the conspirators. He became one of the secret fraternity and took an oath
of fidelity to the brotherhood.' 97
" N Z H , 5 May 1910, p. 4. Also see NZH, 11 May 1910, p. 5.
9 1 K. Sisam, Star, 4 May 1910, p. 5. Parr later became Minister of Education
(1920-5).
9 2 Fowlds Mss.
93 Star, 2 9 April 1910, Fowlds Mss.
9 4 NZH, 3 May 1910; Star, 4 May 1910, Fowlds Mss. Auckland M.P.s constituted nearly % of the total number of European M.P.s. When the Liberals fell
from power in 1912 it was Auckland votes which put Massey and Reform into
power. See W. J. Gardner, 'The Rise of W. F . Massey 1891-1912', Political
Science, XIII, 1 (March 1961), 8.
9 6 See Fowlds to H. J. H. Blow
(Under-Secretary in Public Works Dept.)
30 April - 4 May 1910, Fowlds Mss.
9 6 Plunket to Earl of Crewe, 12 April 1909 and attached Ward to Plunket, 2 0
March 1909, Plunket to Ward, 22 March 1909, Confidential Despatches to Secretary of State. Plunket to Ward, 7 June 1910, File on Government House,
Auckland, Government House, Wellington.
97 Star, 27 April, 30 April, 3-4 May, 11 May 1910; NZH, 6 May 1910, Fowlds
Mss. The 'Knyvett Case' resulted from the court-martial of an officer of the
Artillery Volunteers after his complaints to Ward (as Minister of Defence) over
the conduct of a superior. Earlier Seddon had attempted to site a 'fever hospital'
in the Domain only to suffer a rare defeat, at the hands of Mayor Goldie.
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Under this pressure the Government gave way. Fowlds suggested
a compromise — acceptable to all except the die-hard Citizens'
League — which left Government House and seven acres of grounds
intact and which allowed the College just under four acres. People
in other parts of New Zealand might reflect that the relative areas
set aside for the levee and for higher education were indicative of
the Aucklander's scale of values. In parliament the member from
Avon accused the 'Queen City' of acting like 'Cow Flat', 9 8 but in
Auckland the City Council voted narrowly to endorse the new proposal. But just when the College Council could reflect that half a
loaf was better than none, Fowlds resigned from the Government in
September 1911 and his Site Bill lapsed. 99
Ministerial changes delayed reconsideration of the site question for
the next nine months. When Massey came to power in July the College
found itself dealing with an Otago man, James Allen, as Minister of
Education. Although not unsympathetic to the College's difficulties,
Allen was not prepared to get himself involved in bitter public controversy. However, his assumed role of mediator between conflicting
Auckland interests came to be almost as irksome. 100 While Aucklanders continued to argue amongst themselves the Government was
reminded by its Inspector-General of Schools that 'some parts of the
[College] building show such signs of age that they cannot possibly
last much longer'.
There is no room for doubt that this college is in urgent need of new
buildings. T h e present buildings . . . are dilapidated; the lecture-rooms are
too few in number and too small, and the overcrowding gives rise in many
cases to insanitary conditions. With the present number of students the
total unsuitability of the buildings for a University College, always well
known to those engaged in the work, has become patent to the most casual
observer. T h e laboratories are insufficient and cannot be improved except
by an expenditure which would not be warranted in the case of such old
buildings. T h e College is almost entirely wanting in the accommodation of
all kinds, for staff and students, which such an institution should possess. In
short, at present, the College is a credit neither to the University nor to the
City of A u c k l a n d . 1 0 !

Hogben might well have added the Government to this indictment,
had he not been a public servant. He had hinted strongly in his
report that the site proposed by Fowlds in 1911 was the only practicable one for the College, but to this Massey was completely
opposed. If 'you put a building on the site', Massey claimed, 'you
might as well close Government House altogether'. It would be 'uninhabitable'. The proximity of students would destroy the Governor's
»8G. Russell NZPD, CLI (1910), pp. 696, 700.
See R. K. Newman, 'Liberal Policy and the Left-Wing 1908-11. A Study
in Middle-Class Radicalism', M.A. thesis, University of Auckland, 1965, pp. 350-4.
1 0 0 '. . . you cannot get half a dozen Aucklanders to agree about anything for
five minutes together.' NZPD, C L X (1912), 162.
AJHR, 1912, E-7a, p. 16. Also see Star, 22 October 1912, p. 4.
99
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privacy. 102 There was also no guarantee that College buildings would
not be aesthetically offensive, like the tin shed erected for the 'School
of Mines' in 1907.
To this the Herald added justifications based upon its own version
of town-planning: could 'anyone seriously maintain that a College
dumped down in the Metropolitan Ground, even with an option over
Government House and its garden, will be ample and most conveniently situated for the wants of 1962?' 103 For the College this was
rather beside the point. It had come to depend — for better or for
worse — on the part-time and evening student for its continued existence. 1 0 4 A central site was as necessary as it had been in 1882. Meanwhile the 'sacred heritage' of 'Government House paddock' — alias
the 'Metropolitan Ground' — continued 'to be sacred to the browsings
of the Vice-Regal cow'. 105
News came in July 1914 of a new traffic outlet from the city. In
his yearly report as chairman of the College Council, O'Rorke, now
in his eighty-fourth year, reminded Allen that it was 'painful' to complain 'annually [of] the inadequacy of accommodation. He appealed
to him as one old university man to another for something to be
done, but Allen could only advise the College to 'wait for a day or
two', until 'circumstances' permitted a decision. 106 But 'circumstances'
were rapidly outstripping government deliberations. The Auckland
City Council announced its intention of taking the College site and
buildings under compulsory purchase. Late in 1916 the Government
still had not come to a decision and the College was forced to take
refuge in the Old Grammar School buildings nearby as its Eden
Street premises fell beneath the hammers of a demolition gang. 107
Housed, 'as a Quarantine Department houses unwelcome and unsuffraged peripatetics', the College spent the next four years in buildings leased on a yearly basis, liable to six months notice by either
p a r t y . 108

Finally in September 1919 Massey agreed to the plan first put
forward by Fowlds eight years earlier. The College could have the
NZPD, C L X I X (1914), 150-1. This too was Lord Plunket's view.
NZH, 24 August 1912, [supplm.] p. 1. The 'Metropolitan Ground' was the
area behind Government House Fowlds had proposed as a College site in 1911.
When the College was originally offered the whole of Government House the
Herald's argument had been quite different — against a plan based on distant
future requirements!
1 0 4 Most day students came from the nearby Teachers Training College so that
a suburban site could mean a drop in student attendance of at least 50%. The
Kiwi, I, 2 (October 1905), 4. Star, 19 August 1911, p. 5. See also results of
student opinion poll, CM, V, 212.
i«5 The Kiwi, VIII, 2 (November 1913), 9-10.
1 0 6 CM, V, 359, AJHR, 1914, E-7, p. 13. NZPD, CLXXII (1915), 126, 568.
107 O'Rorke attempted to introduce a private member's bill vesting the Metropolitan Ground to the College but this failed apparently from lack of support
by Auckland M.P.s. CM, V, 423-6, 435, 439. NZPD, C L X I X (1914), 122-4,
127, 129, 143, 150-1, 176.
108 The Kiwi, XIV, (August 1919), 11. AJHR, 1918, E-7, pp. 10-11. CM,
V, 433-5, 549 and VI, 10.
102
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Metropolitan Ground on the strict promise that Government House
was not to be interfered with. 1 0 9 This decision was hardly one to
satisfy the Governor, Lord Liverpool, who had hoped for the 'settling
once and for all [of] the vexed question'. If the College would not
accept a suburban site then 'it would be far better not to make two
bites of the cherry but to take the whole [Government House] site
at once'. 'I do wish for finality and no half settlement', he wrote to
Allen, 'even if the manner in which it was brought about did not
coincide with one's own idea.' Ultimately the College authorities were
'bound to gain their object' and it hardly seemed 'appropriate that
the place of a Government House should have the sword of Damocles
over its head'. 1 1 0
Dillon Bell, the new Minister of Education, also felt that the Auckland University College Site Bill 'beyond all question' meant 'that
Government House and the remaining seven acres' would soon pass
to the College. '[If] I remain Minister of Education I shall have the
very sad privilege of assenting to plans, which I have no doubt that
very determined body the Auckland University College will submit,
and also of providing the money for this now authorized sacrifice.' 111
However, the 'sword of Damocles' was to remain over the Governor's
head until 1969 when Government House was finally taken over by
the University of Auckland.
For the moment a 'truce' had been declared in the now forty-seven
year old site controversy. 112 It had illustrated well the hostility and
apathy with which large sections of the Auckland public viewed
their University College, and even university education in general.
The College's continued insistence on the Government House site —
understandable though it was — had condemned it to an isolated
existence in sub-standard buildings. This had further encouraged
public neglect. In the first thirty years of its existence the College
received only two benefactions of any importance — scholarships
1 0 9 NZPD,
C L X X X I V ( 1 9 1 9 ) , 782-3. It was claimed that 'a considerable
space would separate the ball-room and back premises of Government House from
the University'. Leys, p. 4.
1 1 0 Liverpool to Lord Milner, 25 January 1919 and Liverpool to Allen, 29
July 1919, File on Government House.
1 1 1 NZPD
C L X X X I V ( 1 9 1 9 ) , 999. For another prophecy see pp. 783-4
(Ward).
1 1 2 Lord Liverpool was rather piqued by the underhand methods of the College
in winning approval from Massey — taking advantage of his 'being away to
raise the issue'. He described his residence as 'anything but a pleasant habitation'
'now that all privacy is destroyed'. The Government was not. however, prepared
to foot the bill for a new vice-regal residence. To Liverpool's successor fell the
task of last-ditch resistance to College encroachment on the vice-regal tennis
court. This soon disappeared beneath new buildings and Jellicoe retreated behind
a high fence. Liverpool to Massey, 7 June 1920 and various correspondence by
Jellicoe 2 0 January 1921 - 31 July 1922, File on Government House.
It should perhaps be added, for out-of-Auckland readers, that the University
was at last built in Princes Street in the 1920s, and that Government House
grounds were transferred to the University (which has now nearly 10,000
students) in 1969.
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from a member of its Council, Judge Gillies, and the library of Professor Pond.
On a visit to New Zealand in 1898 Charles Trevelyan noted that
the 'University has not the same grip as in America. Here there is
rather prevailing the view of the English businessman that his son
ought to go early to work. In America the idea of the young man is
to get a thorough education before starting.' 113 Twelve years later
the Auckland Star claimed that New Zealand still looked 'to men
trained, in workshops, offices and mines for its rulers. The shrewd
well-to-do merchant and manufacturer send their boys from secondary
schools to the counting house and factory instead of the College; and
even in the legal profession practical work in a lawyer's office, with
night attendance at College is found more conducive to success than
complete devotion to study. The one occupation open to the clever
boy who has been tempted by scholarships to stay on at the University, is teaching . . . ,' 1 1 4
With this attitude towards university education it was perhaps not
surprising that the College had been neglected for so long. That the
vice-regal levee was considered of even greater value than a wellequipped University College was possibly due to the peculiarities of
Auckland history. Who could know this better than a Governor of
New Zealand? As Liverpool informed his successor to the Governorship, Viscount Jellicoe, a Government House for Auckland was desirable 'especially as the ideas and ways of the inhabitants differ materially from those in other parts of the Islands'. 115
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1 1 3 C. P. Trevelyan,
Letters from North America and the Pacific, London,
1969, p. 142. His travelling companions, the Webbs, noted that 'The Auckland
business and professional world seems to supply practically no students — not
even unemployed daughters. T h e University has clearly failed to make itself
popular in any sense attracting neither endowments nor students other than
teachers.' B. Webb, pp. 7-8.
114 16 May 1910, Fowlds Mss.
u s Liverpool to Jellicoe, 7 June 1920, File on Government House.

